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組織設計內生化對於多工環境下誘因強度之影響 − 實驗證據

摘 要
本研究主要目的在以實驗的方法檢驗誘因契約種類與監督機制對於經理人誠實報導
行為之影響。本研究採用實驗經濟學的研究方法，測試一個單期代理模型之一系列假
說。八場實驗的結果有以下之重要發現：第一，不論受試者面對何種誘因契約，他們說
謊的頻率並不如傳統代理理論所預期的那麼高。然而，受試者說謊的程度與大小會受到
誘因契約、監督機制的存在與否以及公司利潤的影響。第二，誘因契約與監督機制共同
影響經理人之誠實報導行為。最後，本研究提出一個新的誘因契約，並以實驗證明在所
有誘因契約與監督機制存在與否的各種組合中，該新契約本身 (不需與監督機制搭配)
即可誘發最高的經理人誠實報導頻率，並產生次高的公司利潤。

關鍵詞: 代理模型，溝通價值，誠實，誘因契約，監督機制
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under Multitasking − Exper imental Evidence
Abstr act
The main purpose of this study is to experimentally examine the effects of incentive
contract types and monitoring mechanism on manager’s honesty in managerial reporting.
This study adopts the experimental economics methodology to test a series of hypotheses
derived from a simple one-period agency model. The experimental results from eight
experiments reveal several important findings. First, no matter what contract the subjects face,
they generally do not lie as often as the conventional agency theory predicts. However, the
extent and magnitude of lying are affected by the contract types, the existence of monitoring
mechanism, and firm’s profitability. Second, contract types and monitoring mechanism
jointly affect manager’s honest reporting behavior. Finally, this study proposes a new
incentive contract and experimentally shows that this new contract alone can induce the
highest percentage of honest reporting and produce the second largest firm profit among all
contract types with and without a monitoring mechanism.

Keywords: Agency model, Communication value, Honesty, Incentive contract, Monitoring
mechanism

In his seminal paper of summarizing

1. INTRODUCTION
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the contracting theory and accounting,
Lambert (2001) indicates that much of the
motivation for current accounting and
auditing research relates to the control of
incentive problems. In addition, Bushman
and Smith (2001) also identifies that
creating incentives to take actions is one of
the three fundamental contracting roles for
accounting information. In fact, during the
past two decades, the design of incentive
contract to motivate agent’s effort
contributing to the success of a company has
received much attention in managerial
accounting. Since empirical evidence has

communication is valuable to owner’s
production,
marketing,
and
capital
budgeting decisions because manager’s
reporting of his private information to the
owner can reduce the costs of information
asymmetry (Berg, Daley, Gigler, and
Kanodia 1990; Christensen 1981, 1982;
Melumad and Reichelstein 1987, 1989).
However, the manager may maximize his
personal wealth at the expense of not
reporting honestly because of his
self-interest and opportunistic behavior. In
fact, conventional agency analyses assume
all individuals are willing to lie to maximize

shown that incentive contracts do affect
agent’s behavior (Prendergast 1999) and an
understanding of how incentive scheme
should be designed constitutes a cornerstone
of the theory of the firm (Baker, Jensen, and
Murphy 1988), additional research should
continue to shed light on unsolved issues
related to the design of optimal incentive
contract.
In general, most of prior agency studies
in the area of incentive design have two
distinct features. First, these studies focus
on the role of performance measures in an
optimal contracting framework under
conditions of information asymmetry. The
key characteristic is the informativeness of
the performance measure about the agent’s
action. In particular, Banker and Datar
(1989), Lambert and Larcker (1987), and
Lambert (2001) emphasize that the
informativeness of a performance measure
should be a function of its sensitivity to the
agent’s actions and its noisiness. Second,
these
studies
have
indicated
that

their wealth. Therefore, an understanding of
the design of efficient incentive mechanisms
that
can
improve the value of
communication becomes a critical issue to
the managerial accounting studies.
One recent study that has examined
agent’s honesty in managerial reporting is
Evans, Hannan, Krishnan, and Moser (2001).
They investigate the role of honesty in a
reporting setting in which the divisional
manager has superior information that the
top management needs to make efficient
operating decision. In particular, Evans et al.
(2001) intends to examine how manager’s
preferences for wealth and honesty affect
their managerial reporting of private
production costs (in the form of budget
request). The empirical results from three
experiments show that subjects generally do
not lie more as the payoff of lying increases.
In addition, paying a large fixed salary
would potentially increase more honest
reporting because manager’s share of the
total surplus increases. This result suggests
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that the extent of manager’s truthful
reporting may depend on how the total
surplus is divided between the manager and
the firm.
Evans et al. (2001) concludes that
contract type may affect subjects’ extent of
honesty, but does not explicitly examine
how incentive contract design may affect
the honesty of reporting. The main purpose
of this study is to experimentally investigate
the effects of incentive contract types and
monitoring mechanism on manager’s
honesty in managerial reporting and firm
profit. The experiments differ from Evans et

value of communication in terms of the
surplus shared by the firm after a production
decision. They find that an incentive
contract which relies exclusively on
manager’s preferences for honesty can
increase firm’s profit. In this study, however,
the value of communication is evaluated
through
manager’s
choice
between
undertaking
a
high-cost
innovative
investment and a low-cost established
investment. In light of the growing
importance of innovation to the success of a
business enterprise, the measure of
communication value used in this study is

al. (2001) in several ways. First, Evans et al.
(2001) only looks at how the magnitude of
bonus share may affect manager’s reporting
behavior and finds less honest reporting
under a contract that provides a smaller
fixed share of total surplus. In contrast, this
study considers the joint effect of contract
types and monitoring mechanism on
manager’s
reporting
strategy.
Prior
experimental studies in auditing have found
that the existence of a monitoring
mechanism shall positively affect manager’s
disclosure decisions (Dopuch and King
1992; Wallin 1992). However, Evans et al.
(2001) ignores any monitoring or auditing in
their experiments. Since all public firms are
required to establish solid internal control
system with internal auditors and hire
external auditors for financial statements
audits, an incorporation of a monitoring
mechanism into the experiments should
provide more insightful evidence about
manager’s honest reporting behavior.
Second, Evans et al. (2001) measures the

more relevant to firm’s design of incentive
contract and decision making. Finally, in
each of Evans et al.’s (2001) three
experiments, subjects repeat their budget
requesting decision for ten periods. As
compared to prior experimental economics
studies, the length of the experimental
periods seems to be not long enough for
subjects to fully discern their best decisions.
This study extends the length of periods
from ten to twenty so that the subjects can
be given a better chance to develop their
best reporting strategy. Experimental
economists have emphasized the importance
of designing experiments as repeated trials
so that subjects can become familiar with
and understand the experimental situation
through learning (Smith 1976).
Previous experimental economics
research in the areas of incentive design and
information disclosure has examined
various issues. However, few attempts, if
any, have ever been made to examine the
effects of incentive contract types and
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monitoring mechanism on individual’s
honest reporting. For example, King and
Wallin (1991) shows that, when information
receivers of information do not know
whether information senders possess private
information, the senders will not fully
disclose their private information. In
addition, King and Wallin (1995) indicates
that, when a manager can balance the effects
that disclosures may have on two sets of
external information users (i.e., investors
and opponent), he tends to partially disclose
the truth. King and Wallin (1996) finds that
managers will release good news when

the experimental economics literature in
incentive
contract
and
information
disclosure by providing evidence on how
different incentive contracts and the
existence of a monitoring mechanism may
affect individual’s honesty in managerial
reporting and firm profit.

observed but delay bad news. However,
since the threshold of separating good and
bad news are changing over time, all news
will be voluntarily disclosed by the end of
the period. King (1996) concludes that
information senders are more likely to
report
truthfully
when
their
misrepresentations imposed costs on the
information receivers of their report. In
contrast, Sprinkle (2000) examines how an
incentive-based incentive contract compare
to a flat-wage incentive contract in
motivating individual’s learning and
performance. A multiperiod cognitive task
where the accounting system generates
feedback that has both a contracting role and
a belief-revision role was used. The results
indicate that an incentive-based contract
improves
individuals’ learning
and
performance only after considerable
feedback and experience (this result may
explain why many prior one-shot
decision-making experiments show no
incentive effects). This study contributes to

component plus a share of the actual output
value), and a threshold contract (in which
the manager is paid by a fixed salary up to a
pre-specified output threshold and a share of
the incremental output beyond the threshold
level). The experimental results from eight
experiments reveal several important
findings. First, no matter what incentive
contract the subjects face, they generally do
not lie as often as the conventional agency
theory predicts. However, the extent and
magnitude of lying may be affected by the
contract types, the existence of monitoring
mechanism, and firm’s profitability. When
there is no monitoring mechanism, the
flat-fee and threshold contracts induce the
subjects to lie more often than the
absolute-outcome contract. Moreover, the
threshold contract can induce substantially
more honest reporting than the flat-fee
contract, potentially because the threshold
contract provides higher expected utility for
subjects with high honesty personality.
When there is a monitoring mechanism,

2. Exper imental Results
Three incentive contracts are tested in
this study: a flat-fee contract (in which the
manager is compensated by a fixed salary
only), an absolute-outcome contract (in
which the manager’s salary includes a fixed
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both the absolute-outcome and threshold
contracts can encourage statistically
equivalent level of honest reporting and
significantly outperform the flat-fee contract.
Second, contract types and monitoring
mechanism jointly affect manager’s honest
reporting behavior, which in turn improves
the value of communication. Third, subjects
do sacrifice their wealth to make honest
reports, and this tradeoff of preference
between honesty and wealth is affected by
the contract types. Finally, this study
proposes two new incentive contracts: a
threshold-absolute contract (the same as the
threshold contract, except that the manager
shares a portion of the absolute output) and
a threshold-relative contract (the same as
the threshold-absolute contract, except that
the threshold is ex post determined by
industry average). The experimental results
indicate that the threshold-relative contract
alone can induce the highest percentage of
honest reporting and produce the second
largest firm profit among all contract types
with and without a monitoring mechanism.
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